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In conjunction with the appropriate specialists I endeavored to conduct fundamental experiments. Set out
below are details, results and conclusions. Conception of the universe over the ages. In terms of astronomy,
the original concept of the universe was based upon appearances. In fine weather navigators far from the coast
saw the sky horizontally and vertically. It was this theory that was taught in the Christian Universities of the
Middle Ages. In the third century before Christ, however, Aristarchus of Samos, espousing the existence of
the fixed star sphere, postulated that the Sun was its centre. The ancient Greeks, therefore, had two
philosophical schools which agreed about the existence of a sphere containing the fixed stars, but which were
opposed as to whether the body at the centre of the sphere was the Sun or the Earth. Inevitably the debate
resurfaced during the Christianity of the Middle Ages. Copernicus, a canon and astronomer, wondered why
the planets around the Earth described irregular orbits. He re-worked the calculations of the positions of the
planets measured by Ptolomy and demonstrated that they revolved around the Sun. From his calculations of
their approximate distance from the Sun, he assigned them a circular orbit, which Kepler demonstrated soon
after to be an ellipse, with the Sun as one focus. In a preface addressed to the Pope, Copernicus considering
the Earth as a simple planet asserted without proof that it circled the Sun. In this way the Sun became the
centre of the whole world. Tycho-Brahe, who was the astronomer of the King of Denmark, made a great
number of measurements of the position and distance of the planets. Tycho-Brahe had rightly remarked that
the apparent positions of the Sun and of the planets, observed from the Earth, remained identical, whether the
Sun revolved around the earth, or vice versa. The temptation, however, to consider the Earth to be a planet like
any other, was too strong, and Kepler adopted the Copernican hypothesis. Then came Galileo who taught in
the Padua University. Following his successes in astronomy he publicly declared himself pro-Copernican.
Finally the Church reacted in by a decree condemning two propositions: The Sun is the centre of the
world,and The Earth is not the centre of the world and is moving. In spite of this condemnation, Galileo
showed himself more and more Copernican. The sun is the centre of the world and is absolutely without local
movement was also condemned by the Holy Office as follows: The earth is not the centre of the world and is
moving not only in space, but also in a diurnal movement around itself, was also judged absurd and false
philosophically speaking and ought to be considered theologically speaking at least as erroneous in Faith.
Galileo had not demonstrated that the sun was the centre of the world. The condemnation of the second
proposition, however, resulted from the influence of Aristotle within the Church. This condemnation created
reactions among philosophers. Newton had expressed his 3 laws before referring to the facts. It was in this
way from Descartes to Hegel rationalism developed. In the social and political realms the Revolution was
fermented, first against the Church, followed by the monarchies, the Terror and the Napoleonic wars. In ,
Newton formulated the laws of universal gravitation in his Principia Mathematica. Everybody continues in its
state of rest, or of uniform motion in a straight line, unless it is compelled to change that state by forces
impressed upon it. His law is not strictly speaking a law of gravitation since it says: The change of motion is
proportional to the motive force impressed, and is made in the direction of the right line in which that force is
impressed. This affirms that the weight of a body is proportional to its quantity of matter that is its mass. Its
weight is the force impressed by gravity. If two bodies are considered which fall at the same time, one twice as
heavy as the other, the two bodies, according to law II, should be animated by a movement twice as much as
the other, which is contrary to the fact of equal movement. The law, therefore, is not exact. To every action
there is always an opposed equal reaction He applied this law to two bodies at a distance. From it he deduced
the equality of the reciprocal forces of attraction, expressed by the product of the mass by the acceleration of a
body. From there he calculated the mass of the sun as being equal to , times that of the earth and much greater
than that of the other planets. He concluded that the sun was the centre of gravity of the solar system which
included the Earth. Newton explains his law III as follows: To every action there is always opposed an equal
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reaction that applies to two bodies distant from each other. If a horse pulls a stone attached to it by a rope, it
will, so to speak, also be pulled by the stone. This is because the rope is stretched by the same effort of
resistance to the traction involved which will pull the horse towards the stone and the stone towards the horse.
In his Scholium of laws Newton states: Imagine an obstacle of any kind interposed between two objects
whatever A and B which mutually attract each other preventing a shock. If one of the two objects A is
attracted more towards B than B towards A, the obstacle will undergo more pressure from A than from B. In
consequence it will not remain in equilibrium. The strongest pressure will prevail and make the system of the
two bodies and the obstacle move in a straight line in the direction of B and depart always accelerating to
infinity in a vacuum, which is ab- surd and contrary to the first law. Because the system, according to this law,
should continue in its state of rest or uniform movement and in consequence, the bodies would exercise an
equal pressure on the obstacle by attracting each other one as much as the other. As far as I am concerned, I
observe that if A attracts B more than the contrary, there is a resultant force that corresponds to the case of law
I: Newton did not, therefore, demonstrate the gravitational equality of the action and reaction between two
distant bodies; the experiment he performed with a magnet and iron showed magnetism, not gravitation. It is
this reciprocity that determined the calculation of the mass of the sun and the planets. In February , the Royal
Society together with the principal specialists measured the G constant on the theme The Newtonian constant
of gravity, a constant too difficult to measure. Is it constant or not? It should be noted, at present the effect of
gravity is known but not the cause. As regards the Big Bang it was hypothesized from the fact that the light
emitted from distant galaxies shows a shift towards the red end of the spectrum. By comparing it to the
Doppler effect, which is the apparent variation of frequency of a train whistle passing an observer higher
pitched when approaching and lower as at moves away , and applying it to light, it was believed to
demonstrate the flight of galaxies. It has not been demonstrated factually. The phenomenon, however can be
explained otherwise based upon facts. The sun is yellow at its zenith, and red to orange at setting. The color is
a function of the path in the atmospheric air of the rays one sees. The rays emitted from the distant galaxies
traverse the gaseous atmosphere giving rise to a red shift. Coming to Geology the other major discipline where
illusions have had just as great implications: Its founder Nicolas Stenon who proposed proceeding in a very
precise and ordered way according to the method of Descartes in defined the foundation of geology in his
work Canis Calchariae. From this he deduced in Prodromus the principles of stratigraphy. Charles Lyell
defined absolute chronology. In he travelled to Auvergne and examined the fresh water foliated rocks. Now,
Lyell calculated four revolutions since the end of the secondary era and eight others for the time before since
the beginning of the primary era. As his contemporaneous James Croll, estimates, for astronomical reasons
that glacial time lasted one million years, Lyell fixed to million years the base of the primary. This figure was
increased by radiometric dating to million in the 20th century. It was the natural selection of the species by the
struggle for existence that produced evolution over time. Two years later, Karl Marx wrote to Lassalle: The
book of Darwin is very significant. It shows that class warfare in history has its foundation in natural science.
The general demonstration made for the first time by Darwin was that all the products of nature around us
now, including men, are the result of a long process of development from a small number of unicellular germs
originally, and that these, in turn, stemmed from a protoplasm or from an albuminoidal body constituted from
chemicals. But what is true concerning nature, recognized equally as a process of historic development, is true
also for the history of society in all its branches and all sciences which concern human things and divine.
Marx, Engels, Etudes philosophiques, Ed. Scientific socialism therefore proceeds from Darwin as does,
national-socialism which with its advocacy for Aryan racial supremacy. Hence the Gulag, and the Shoah with
its death toll of over 60 million. The historical geology founded on the interpretation of Stenon remains
unproven, because there were no witnesses to the stratification. It was this fact that led me in to develop an
experimental program to study the formation of strata. I took a sample fig. They were loosely cemented. I
reduced the rock to its component particles of different sizes. I fed the sand into a glass tube fig. The speed of
sedimentation was determined by the operator. I understood that the phenomenon could be due to the sand
being a powder whose mechanics are intermediate between liquids and solids. If, in a tube, three solid bodies
are dropped successively, they will dispose in the order of their succession. Whilst if three liquids of different
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densities are dropped such as mercury, oil and water, they will superpose in the de- creasing order of their
densities due to the effect of gravity. It can be expected, therefore, that gravity will cause the particles to sort
out according to their size. Lamination is a mechanical phenomenon not chronological. The latter published
my report in I did the same experiment with the rock sample containing fossils. The result was the same. It
was also published by the French Academy in [3] presented by Gorges Millot. Figure 1 â€” sample of
diatomite What happens with thick strata?
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Middle Triassic marginal marine sequence of siltstones and sandstones, southwestern Utah. There are four
primary types of sedimentary rocks: Clastic rocks are composed of particles derived from the weathering and
erosion of precursor rocks and consist primarily of fragmental material. Clastic rocks are classified according
to their predominant grain size and their composition. In the past, the term "Clastic Sedimentary Rocks" were
used to describe silica-rich clastic sedimentary rocks, however there have been cases of clastic carbonate
rocks. The more appropriate term is siliciclastic sedimentary rocks. Organic sedimentary rocks are important
deposits formed from the accumulation of biological detritus, and form coal and oil shale deposits, and are
typically found within basins of clastic sedimentary rocks Carbonates are composed of various carbonate
minerals most often calcium carbonate CaCO3 precipitated by a variety of organic and inorganic processes.
Typically, the majority of carbonate rocks are composed of reef material[ citation needed ]. These include
jaspilite and chert. Importance of sedimentary rocks[ edit ] Mi Vida uranium mine in redox mudstones near
Moab, Utah Sedimentary rocks provide a multitude of products which modern and ancient society has come to
utilise. Coal and oil shale are found in sedimentary rocks. Our understanding of the extent of these aquifers
and how much water can be withdrawn from them depends critically on our knowledge of the rocks that hold
them the reservoir. Basic principles[ edit ] Heavy minerals dark deposited in a quartz beach sand Chennai ,
India. Sedimentological conditions are recorded within the sediments as they are laid down; the form of the
sediments at present reflects the events of the past and all events which affect the sediments, from the source
of the sedimentary material to the stresses enacted upon them after diagenesis are available for study. The
principle of superposition is critical to the interpretation of sedimentary sequences, and in older metamorphic
terrains or fold and thrust belts where sediments are often intensely folded or deformed, recognising younging
indicators or graded bedding is critical to interpretation of the sedimentary section and often the deformation
and metamorphic structure of the region. Folding in sediments is analysed with the principle of original
horizontality , which states that sediments are deposited at their angle of repose which, for most types of
sediment, is essentially horizontal. Thus, when the younging direction is known, the rocks can be "unfolded"
and interpreted according to the contained sedimentary information. The principle of lateral continuity states
that layers of sediment initially extend laterally in all directions unless obstructed by a physical object or
topography. The principle of cross-cutting relationships states that whatever cuts across or intrudes into the
layers of strata is younger than the layers of strata. Methodology[ edit ] Centripetal desiccation cracks with a
dinosaur footprint in the center in the Lower Jurassic Moenave Formation at the St. The methods employed by
sedimentologists to gather data and evidence on the nature and depositional conditions of sedimentary rocks
include; Measuring and describing the outcrop and distribution of the rock unit; Describing the rock formation
, a formal process of documenting thickness, lithology, outcrop, distribution, contact relationships to other
formations Mapping the distribution of the rock unit, or units Descriptions of rock core drilled and extracted
from wells during hydrocarbon exploration Describes the progression of rock units within a basin Describing
the lithology of the rock; Petrology and petrography ; particularly measurement of texture , grain size , grain
shape sphericity, rounding, etc. The research, which appears in the December 14th, , edition of Science ,
counters the prevailing view of geologists that mud only settles when water is slow-moving or still, instead
showing that "muds will accumulate even when currents move swiftly. Such rocks are widely used to infer
past climates, ocean conditions, and orbital variations.
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Sedimentology is closely linked to stratigraphy, the study of the physical and temporal relationships between rock layers
or strata. The premise that the processes affecting the earth today are the same as in the past is the basis for
determining how sedimentary features in the rock record were formed.
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In the journal Sedimentology published an article on the tsunami that struck South-East Asia in with photos of the
deposits left in its wake after several hours. Super- posed strata are shown 20 cm thick.
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